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 Abstract  
 
       Classical models of decision making and system optimization with multiple criteria and complete 
Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) matrix, use specific methods that categorized  classic 
MADM patterns .But in some situations, MADM matrix is not distinguished  completely  at the  first 
stages of decision making phase, because of the complexity of environment and uncontrollable 
variables. These complexities would lead to incomplete cognition and non-optimal decision making. 
In fact in this type of decision making, complete MADM matrix is vague from cognition range of 
Decision Maker (DM) .We called these forms “semi-structured MADM”. In semi-structured 
environment, due to its high degree of complexity, the whole environment is not identifiable for DM. 
Therefore, decision analysis would be complicated. We design autonomous agents for semi-structured 
MADM that solves problems when alternatives have incomplete structure and DM is not able to 
recognize the whole alternatives of the environment for optimal decision making. The model which 
has been proposed is a systematic approach for semi-structured MADM with multi-layer mathematical 
model. Each layer core constructed form OR rules and helps to recognize environment sequentially. 
The agent’s Stepwise Response Generator moves in semi-structured environment over decision 
surface step by step to generate hidden alternatives that DM was unable to recognize them. The new 
alternatives follow Feasibility Analyzer and Dynamic Filter Module. The procedure is continued with 
a closed loop feedback which results in construction of the Meta-Decision phase.  
             
 

1. Introduction 
 

      In recent decades, the classic decision making and optimization with one criterion or one objective 
function has emerged to Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) model for complex decision 
making. These models can be linear, nonlinear, or mix models. In these decision makings, utilizing 
multiple criteria, instead of one criterion is possible. Two categories for decision making can be 
proposed as Multiple Objective Decision  
Making (MODM), and, MADM [1,2]. Classic MODM is for planning and classic MADM is for 
selecting best alternative. Full-structured MADM model can be formulated as decision making matrix 
as shown in Table1, which DM must select best alternative or best order of alternatives: 
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           Table 1 Full-structured static MADM matrix 
 x1      x2     .     .         .         xn  

A1 
A2 
 . 
 . 
 . 
Am 

 a11     a12    .     .        .        a1n 
 a21     a22    .     .        .        a2 n 
 .                                            
 
 
 am1    am2   .     .        .          amn   

                                                                                                           
A1,A2,…,Am in the matrix D is predefined alternatives and x1,x2,…,xn  present attribute utility for any 
alternative, where aij elements present special value for j-th attribute and i-th alternative. All 
considered classic technique for                
decision making is related to time when the matrix is deterministic and specific. But if problem does 
not have a clear structure, due to environment complexities, we would not be able to construct matrix 
D completely. These 
partial observable domains could have static or stochastic dynamic classification [3,4,5,6] .So we can 
use MADM at different structure depend on type of problem as shown in Figure 1. 

    

 
      Figure 1 MADM classification   
 
In this paper we consider on static structures. In static MADM system, decision making does not 
depend on time and matrix has non-dynamic structure. But it can be incomplete which is called “semi-
structured MADM “. If decision making system was full-structured static MADM, then we could use 
the following decision making techniques as shown in Figure 2 [1,2]: 
 

 
                                 Figure 2 Methods for solving Full-structured static MADM 
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All above methods of classic MADM can be used when deterministic and specific mathematics model 
are available. In these cases all system variables are determined. There are no uncontrollable variables 
in these structures and decision making is in the form of deterministic and, full option of MADM 
matrix. In contrast, the complexity of problem about alternative recognizing causes to incomplete 
recognizing to system and consequently to incomplete decision making [4]. These complexities and 
followed decision could lead to decision bottleneck of the system. Complexities can be formed in 
mutual relation through « DM- Environment » just because decision making process involves human 
nature from one point of view and environment from another point of view [7]. These complexities 
include the following item: 
    1-DM intelligence: Inability in problem recognizing, inability in problem definition, inability of 
problem prioritization, inability in information organizing. 
    2-Problem planning: Inability to generate alternatives, inability in explaining and evaluating. 
    3-Selecting: Inability in selecting solution method, inability in selecting alternatives.   
    4-Counting:  Large number of alternatives. 
    5-Environment : Environment with uncontrollable variables,  environment disturbance. 
These factors lead to form “environment with high degree of complexity” for decision making. In fact 
in these cases a part of MADM matrix, can be invisible from view of vision. These structures have 
been called “semi-structured” decision model as given in Table2. Alternatives Am+j , which j ≥ 1, are 
invisible at first. 

 
Table 2 semi-structured MADM matrix 

 x1      x2         .       .       .          xn  

A1 
A2 
  . 
  . 
 Am 
Am+1 
   . 
   . 
 Am+j 
   . 
   . 

a11     a12        .     .      .            a1n 
a21     a22        .     .      .            a2n 
  
 
a m1     a m2     .      .      .           a mn   
                   .       .     .           
                                             
               

                                             
                                             
                                             

 
Because of invisibility in these incomplete structures, the analyst’s task is to help DM for making 
better decision. In semi-structured situation, incremental exploration of alternatives helps in 
recognizing the environment.  Such a model is used when alternatives involve incomplete structures. It 
means some alternatives can be recognized by DM and some others have not been seen for the reasons 
above. This proposed model should be in a way that decrease “decision bottleneck “. For decision 
making in this environment we design an autonomous decision maker agent. These agents consider the 
incomplete structure of environment, and begin to recognize environment step by step and generate 
unknown alternatives of system and provide feedback to reform the alternative plan to complete the 
matrix structure. It means the agents determine the unspecific portion of system for DM and help him 
in decision making process. Therefore, we design multi-layer architecture of agent and basic rule of 
each layer. Each layer core is based on OR rules for designing each module. 
 
 
2. System behavior analysis with high-level descriptive functions 
 
       We know that a semi-structured environment is not recognized by DM completely because it does 
not have clear structure, so for analyzing, step by step recognizing of system and synthesizing a 
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decision, we need descriptive functions which describe high level behavior of system .We analyze the 
system as hierarchical structure. For achieving such structure, we should extract attributes of decision 
system at first x1,x2,...,xn [8,9].Sub-goals of the system could be multiple and complex and could help 
us for describing the behavior of the system.  The hierarchical diagram could be designed for 
describing of the behavior of system. This structure is based on 3 layers as Goal, Sub-goal and 
attributes as shown in Figure 3 [10]. 
 

                    
   Figure 3 System high-level descriptive functions 

Each sub-goal is a function of extracted attributes of decision system that describes system high-level 
behavior. These functions should design based on past experience of system (DM’s believes, analyst 
believes, past experience of system, past activity of system) that naturally possess nonlinear nature 
[11].We can use the regression method in order to fit on function in an n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Some high level functions that describe system behavior (system sub-goals according the above model) 
are Stability, Productivity, Performance and Flexibility, that they are considered as function of n-
attributes of system:   
 Subgoal1 =Stability =F1(x1, x2,…, xn);   Subgoal2 = Productivity= F2(x1, x2, …,xn) ;  
Subgoal3=Performance = F3(x1, x2,…,xn) ; Subgoal4 = Flexibility= F2(x1, x2, …,xn) . 
 
 
3. Autonomous Decision Maker Agent 

 
  3.1 Decision Making with Autonomous Agent  
      Plan of decision making in semi-structured environments needs an automaton for searching 
unknown portion of decision environment. This automaton is for either automated decision making 
process or as mechanism for generating unknown alternative of system [12]. For this purpose we use 
Autonomous Decision Maker Agents [13]. An agent is a supporter for DM and act as an interface for 
reducing complexity of the environment. (We mentioned that semi-structured environment is complex 
system which under loaded in information).Agent helps DM in decision making process based on 
initial data that DM has recognized. So as we will see, this mutual relation between « DM-Agent » 
should always exist as shown in Figure 4. 
 

        Goal = System Satisfaction Assessment 

     Sub-Goal 1 = 
  F1 (x1, x2 ,…, xn) 

     Sub-Goal 2 = 
    F2 (x1, x2 ,..., xn) 

   Sub-Goal 3 =
 F3 (x1, x2 ,… ,xn) 

   Sub-Goal k= 
  Fk (x1, x2,…,xn) 

attribute 1=x1 

attribute 2=x2 attribute 2=x2

attribute 1=x1attribute 1=x1attribute 1=x1 

attribute  n=xn

attribute 2=x2 attribute 2=x2 

attribute n=xn attribute n=xn attribute  n=xn

     .   .   . 

 
       .   .  . 
 
       .   .  . 
 
 
       .   .   . 
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  Figure 4 «DM – Agent » mutual relationship 

                                                                 
Autonomous agent means generating new alternatives autonomously which DM could not recognize 
them, independency from other agents in multi-agents system and in developing state as substitute of 
DM.For reaching final goal of system and due to semi-structured nature of problem, Autonomous 
agent decision making is sequential (stepwise) [14]. Each time agent receives information from 
environment can help DM to decision making and in evolutionary manner can be replaced with DM 
[15]. Table3 shows comparison between Human DM and Autonomous DM Agent [12]. 
 
                                  Table 3 Comparison between Human DM and Autonomous DM Agent 

        
                             
Moving on semi-structured environment must have sequential nature [14], so agent should use 
incremental information. As we will see, in next section, DM agent has a multi-layer structure that 
search in vague space to generate alternatives. This agent moves over decision surface and presents 
vague portion of decision system. So this agent is a search agent which is used for improving decision, 
by local searching on decision surface and varies the search area in search space as shown in Figure 5 
[16,17]. 

 
             Figure 5 type of agent search via path ω1 or ω1 

A0 is one of m predefined alternatives (A1, A2,…,Am) and A11, A12 are new generated alternatives. 
  

 3.2 Designing autonomous agent  
      Autonomous agent for decision making in semi-structured with high degree of complexity should 
use method which considers vague structure properties and sequentially help to move on unspecified 
decision making area. This agent should be structured as given in Figure 6:  

 

               Decision Making With DM   Decision Making with Autonomous Agent 
                         

 Decision making and evaluation with few alternatives Generates and evaluates many alternatives 

Confines to DM experience  Uses data mining and search technique 

Uses general rules and few decisions  Uses innovative techniques and Meta-Decision 

Difficult to search in vague environment  Searches in vague space and generate alternatives mod

Not systematic approach for solving semi-structured  MA Uses continuous  feedback system for  revising  decisi

ω1 A0

A11 

A12 

ω1 

   A0  = (x1,x2,...,xn) 
  A11 =( x1 11, x2 11

 ,…,xn 11
  ) 

 A12 =( x1 12, x2 12
 ,…,xn 12

 ) 
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   Decision  
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Semi-
Structured 
Decision  
Environment 

    Agent as interface  
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   Agent  
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         Figure 6 Autonomous Decision Maker Agent Architecture    

In the following, we present general concept about each module:  
Module 1- Start from an initial point:  Initial point from decision surface for moving. 
Module 2- Autonomous Stepwise (Sequential) Response Generator (ASRG): Autonomously generating 
new responses from initial point step by step.  
Module 3- Feasibility Analyzer (FA): Feasibility of generated alternative in the space of problem 
solution. 
Module 4-Dynamic Filtering System (DFS): Presentation of new alternative for DM and elimination 
irrelevant alternatives based on interaction with DM or emphasis on the selection of some alternative 
which includes some specific condition.  
Module 5- Meta-Decision Synthesizer:  Extracting effective alternatives and add them to initial matrix. 
Re-Decision:  Reproduction MADM matrix based on generating of new alternative in an incremental 
matrix and utilizing classic MADM technique. 
 
 
4.  Decision surface and Autonomous Stepwise (Sequential) Response Generator 
 
      The method we use for generation alternative in vague semi-structured environment is based on 
sequential movement logic, in decision space from predefined points .Because alternative generation is 
a step by step process with movement on decision surface, hence stepwise response generator is 
needed. Agent uses “decision surface “for new decision making with movement method on these 
surfaces as shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
                             Figure 7 Agent movement and generation new alternatives 
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The important point is that, the environment complexity is interrelated to movement on decision 
surface and based on this fact, for the modeling of this surface we can use the regression method in 
order to fit on function in an n-dimensional Euclidean space. Therefore to solve semi-structured 
problem, we use decision surface which is considered of initial certain point of system (m predefined 
alternatives) based on environment complexity and we can assign more compnex function to this 
surface for more complex environment. 
 
4.1 Definition: decision surface  
     F is general form of descriptive function and points set as A= {x1, x2, …,xn } that satisfy following 
condition 
construct decision surface ( A is general form of each alternative )  :  
                                     F:  /R n → /R 
                                     ( x1 , x2 , …xn ) ∈  /R n   |    xi  ∈  R     A ∈  /R n     
                                 Fi(A)  ∈  /R  , i=1,2,…,k     ( k descriptive functions ) 

Rc is:                   
                               Rc = {A | A ∈  /R n, Fi (A) ∈  /R} 
Ω is decision surface  
                                 Decision surface = Ω (A) = {A | A has above conditions}  

                            Ω(A) =  Ω( x1 , x2 ,…,xn ) =  is supposed  one  of  descriptive  functions = Fi (A) 
Decision surface is a n-dimensional subspace from a n+1 dimensional space which is divided into Rc 
and  /R n - Rc .Based on of complexity we can assign several forms  for decision surface . 
  
Ω(A) = b0 + ∑ bi xi          1≤ i  ≤ n       ( linear decision surface for low complexity) 
 Ω(A) = b0 + ∑ bi xi +∑  ∑ bij  xi xj         1≤ i  ≤ n   , 1≤ j  ≤ n  ( quadratic decision surface for mean  
complexity) 
 Ω(A) = b0 + ∑ bi xi +∑  ∑ bij  xi xj  +∑  ∑  ∑ bijk xi xj xk     1≤ i ≤ n  , 1≤ j ≤ n , 1≤ k ≤ n ( higher 
complex environment ) 
Type of decision surface is modeled by a regression model of system descriptive function based on its 
complexity. Agent begins movement on decision surface ψ from certain point A1, A2, … ,Am through 
the path ω with algorithms φh  (is described in the next section ).Figure 8 shows agent starts its 
movement from A1 , and generate A11 through path ω1 over decision surface Ω (A) . 
  

                                          
                             Figure 8 agent movements over decision surface ψ 
 
4.2 Sequential (stepwise) algorithms for moving on decision surface  
    Suppose that Ω (A) is decision surface, agent starts from selected and applicable point Ak on 
decision surface. ξk is amount of  step size and its selection method is important because if it is too 
small, the trend of agent movement is  too slow and if it is too large the system will face  overshooting. 
 
4.2.1 Algorithm φh -1:   ( A k+1 = Ak –ξ k  ∂Ω(Ak)  ) 
 

1- Begin  

Ω(A)

x1

x2 

ω1 

 ψ = Ω (A) = Ω ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xn) 

A1 

A11 

A2
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2-  initialize A, σ, ξ , k=0 
3-         do k  k+1 
4-              A  A –ξ k  ∂Ω(A)  
5-          until    ξ k  ∂Ω(A) < σ 
6- return A 
7- End. 
(A k+1 : new generated alternative) 

We now consider a principled method for setting ξ k. Suppose that the function can be well 
approximated by the second-order expansion around a value Ak : 
 
      Ω(A) ≈  Ω(Ak) +  ∂ Ω t ( A- Ak) + ½  ( A-Ak) t  H ( A-Ak)  
Where H is Hessian matrix of second partial derivation ∂2 Ω / ∂Ai∂Aj evaluated at Ak .Then according 
to the above relation: 
 
  Ω(Ak+1) ≈  Ω(Ak) - ξ k || ∂ Ω || 2 + ½  ξ k 

2 ∂ Ω t H ∂ Ω  
That after minimization 
                ξ k = || ∂ Ω ||2 / ∂ Ωt H∂ Ω 
 
To minimize the second-order expansion, we can also use the following algorithm: 
4.2.2 Algorithm φh -2 : (  Ak+1 = Ak – H-1 ∂ Ω) 
 
       1- Begin 
       2-  initialize A, σ, k=0 
       3-       do  k  k+1 
       4-              A   A – H-1 ∂ Ω(A) 
       5-        until  H-1 ∂ Ω(A) < σ 
       6-  return A 
       7- End. 
 
In simple term, we can use following relation: 
                        Ak+1 = Ak – ωk ξ k        
ξ k    is step size and ωk  is search direction ( path ω ) over decision surface. 
 
 
5.  Feasibility Analyzer 
 
     Due to generation of new alternatives over decision surface in semi-structured environment, it is 
possible some new generated alternatives, in some attributes xi does not satisfy xi

L ≤ xi ≤ xi
R . So we use 

a Feasibility Analyzer for considering of feasible solution of new generated alternatives. New 
alternative A is feasible if all of its attributes are in the feasible region (xi

L  ≤xi ≤ xi
R ; for any i ,1 ≤i ≤ 

n ).Over the decision surface ψ, new alternative A11 is generated from path ω. For feasibility of A11 as 
shown in Figure 9 we consider the following constraint: 
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                         Figure 9 Extracting new alternative attributes  
Constraints   xi

L ≤xi ≤ xi
R  , in n+1 dimensional space (due to n attribute) of problem, construct a 

subspace that may intersect decision surface.  
 
 
6.  Dynamic Filtering System 
 
       Designing filter is multi-stage, repetitive activity in interaction with DM. Filter has dynamic 
nature due to changing of DM priority and attitude. However filtering specializes some points on the 
new points in order to eliminate additional points and some certain points will remain in order to assert 
DM attitude framework, or inversely the emphasis is on remaining alternative with special frame in 
DM point of view which they remain in decision system region after filtering.  
 
6.1 General Filters: 
       If A- and A+ are arguments of min and max limits of descriptive function F that is attitude of DM: 
                 F(A- ) = min F(A)    ,     F(A+ ) = max F(A)  
     Then we can design three general forms of filters as shown in Figure 10: 

                a) Low–Pass Filter:  Eliminate all alternative that F(A)  ≥ F(A+)  or  pass all alternatives that  F(A)  
<  F(A+ )    

   b)  Middle–Pass Filter: Eliminate all alternative that didn’t satisfy F(A-)  ≤ F(A)≤ F(A+) or pass all    
                         alternatives that F(A- ) < F(A) <  F(A+ )   

      c) High–Pass Filter: Eliminate all alternative that F(A) ≤ F(A-) or pass all alternatives that F (A) > F 
(A- )   

 

                             Figure 10 Low-Pass-Filter, Middle-Pass-Filter and High-Pass-Filter (left to right) 
 
These are general forms of filtering systems. Some of alternatives could be eliminated as a filter is 
applied. Filtering new generated alternatives has a dynamic nature because of they are generated 
autonomously by agent,  
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out of DM control, so DM attitudes should be applied. Filters may have different structure compare to 
above  
general filters, but they should eliminate some unnecessary alternative. So we can consider different 
type of filter according to DM’s comment. 
 
6.2 Similarity Filter 
     The filtering system for the elimination of new generated points which are close to each other very 
much: 
                   { ∑ [γl | Fl (At) – Fl (Ah) |p ] }1/p  ≤ δ     ,             l =1,2,...,k (k descriptive functions )  
         Fl  system descriptive function,   γl   priority of descriptive function 
        At new generated alternative that should be considered for non-similarity  
        Ah alternative that passes through filter from last consideration and remain in current set 
        δ is adjusting  parameter for non-similarity of point   ,   1≤ p ≤ ∞ 
Suppose effective point Ah as initial point with δ and pass other (remain) points form filter. Each point 
that has distance less than δ should be eliminated .Hence initial set decrease to smaller set .We select 
point of new set that have smallest distance of Ah . This point is second base point of comparison in 
filter and then repeat above process. We continue above steps until an effective subset of decision 
points remain. 
 
 
7. Meta-decision synthesizer and Re-Decision                                           
 
Definition: meta-decision  
     The movement on decision surface ψ from certain point A1, A2, … ,Am through the path ω with 
algorithms φh would cause to generate new alternatives which DM couldn’t identify them from the 
beginning. These represented alternatives which are added to the first decision matrix will form 
another new matrix which can lead to new decision. Besides responses generated by classic technique 
from initial matrix, agent adds new alternatives to decision matrix as shown in Figure 11 which can 
make more exact decision, and we called this process “meta-decision”. 
 

Figure 11 Meta-Decision                                     
New generated alternatives from stepwise generator that pass through Feasibility Analyzer and 
Dynamic Filtering System, can add to initial decision system. In this new generated matrix, we can 
perform according to classic MADM technique and make decision again ( Re-Decision ).Therefore a 
different output could result with repetition each time (Meta-Decision)as shown in Figure 12, and their 
outputs can lead to an effective and flexible selection by interactive with the DM.                                    
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Figure 12 Meta-Decision over Re-Decision phase 
 
 
8. Multi-Agent Architecture 
 
8.1 Multi-agent and semi-structured  
       Any agent who has the above mentioned structure as autonomous decision maker agent can 
support DM in decision making. But, for a faster process in environment with higher degree of 
complexity multi agent architecture can be used [18]. Each agent autonomously will start searching 
decision surface regarding high level goal, independent of the other agents, with an initial structure of 
decision for all agent. Each would have an independent response which might be incompatible with 
the other.  But the most important concept in Multi-agent is final “collaboration” and “cooperation” 
among agents for fulfillment of collective agreed point [19]. To achieve this goal agents should 
compromise together. Here by the interacting with DM ,the problem can be solved by using one of the 
solution which agents proposes to DM as shown in Figure 13. 
 

             
      Figure 13 Multi-Agent system for decision making in interaction with DM 

 
8.2 An algorithm for Multi-agents in semi-structured environment  
Suppose that in a system there are l  agents ( Agent 1,Agent 2,…, Agent l  ), and each of these agents 
move on decision surface and generate new alternatives with algorithm φh (this algorithm is used step 
by step moving on decision surface to  generate  alternatives that will be described). 
We define  function Pj (A ji  ) for each agent at any  point of  Aji  corresponding to j-th agent at i-th 
generated point as follows: 
 
      Agent 1 : A0  A11  A12   . . .         A1i                . . .   
      Agent 2 : A0  A21  A22   . . .         A2i           . . .   
         . 

                              . 

 
Initial  
Incomplete 
Model of  
Problem 

 Agent 1 

Agent 2 

Agent l 

 DM 

    . 
    . 
    . 

Start from initial solution  

                 Classic MADM  

Meta-decision synthesizer  

Re-Decision 

     .     .     .      .

i-th repetition of all agents 
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                              . 
      Agent l :  A0  Al 1  Al 2   . . .         Al i            . . .   
 
A ji  

= φh ( A0 ) is new point on decision surface generated by φh  algorithm (with agent j , starting from 
A0 ,that  A0 is one of  the m  predefined alternatives). For each Agent j at A ji    we define function Pj 
( A ) as follow:  
 
           Pj (A ji   ) = || F ( A0 )  - F ( Aji ) ||            function Pj(A ji   ) at point A ji  related to A0 for agent j 
We suppose agent j has weight wj at first (∑ wj =1). 
 
Stage 1 – any agent from point A0  starts its movement on decision surface according to the above 
mentioned trends and the algorithm assigned for movement on the surface. 
Stage 2 – the amounts of function Pj (A ji  ) for agent  j  (1 ≤ j ≤ l  ) in i-th repetition alternative 
generation :  
                                    { P1 (A 1i) , P2 (A 2i),…,Pl (Al i) } 
Stage 3 – if descriptive function F has positive nature such as stability, performance, productivity… 
then: 
                           A* =   arg max Pj ( A ji )      (at i-th repetition)             Agent with best alternative  
                                               1 ≤ j ≤ l 
                    
                        A* =   arg min  Pj ( A ji  )       (at i-th repetition)            Agent with worst alternative 
                                                 1≤ j ≤ l 
note :  arg max Pj ( A ji )= arg max { P1 (A 1i) , P2 (A 2i),…,Pl (Al i) } = arg Pk (Aki)= Ak i    k-th agent  
else if  function F  has negative nature such as cost : 
                          A* =   arg min Pj ( A ji )      (at i-th repetition)                 Agent with best alternative  
                                       1 ≤ j ≤ l 
                       A* =   arg max  Pj ( A ji )       (at i-th repetition)              Agent with worst alternative 
                                   1≤ j ≤ l 
Stage 4 – we increase (decrease) the weigh of best (worst) agent up (down) to δ. 
Stage 5 –  A0 = A*

  and then return   to the fist stage  . 
 
 
9. Numerical example 
 
8.1 problem description  
   Table 4 shows a system with 3 attributes in which DM recognizes three alternatives. If one of each 
alternative is selected, then corresponding stability achieved for the system. 
(x1 , x3 has positive nature and x2 has negative nature ) 
 

               Table 4 Stability of each alternative 
  
              

 
             

  Due to complexity of environment, DM can’t recognize other alternatives of the system, and then we 
use an     autonomous agent to generate alternatives. First we construct semi-structured matrix (use 
“norm technique “to achieve dimensionless matrix ) as given 
 in Table5: 
 

 

 7                average          6            34% 
9           low             4                         25% 
6        high            7           46% 

           x1 
+

             x2 -             x3
+ 

 System performance  
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         Table 5 Constructing semi-structured matrix from initial incomplete MADM matrix 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
With applying TOPSIS to this matrix, we achieve following permutation: 
                         TOPSIS          A2 > A1 > A3 
 

     
8.2 using Autonomous agent to make decision more exact: 
    We assign a quadric form of decision surface to above alternative, according to regression model of 
stability function:  
                               Stability Function of System = F3 ( x1 ,x2 , x3 ) = Ω (A) 
                                         Ω (A) = x1

2 + 2 x1 x2 + 2x2
2 + x1 + 2x2 x3 + 2x3

2 
                                          ∂Ω (A) = { ∂Ω(A)/∂ x1  ,  ∂Ω(A)/∂ x2   , ∂Ω(A)/ ∂ x3  }= 

                                                                                = {  2 x1 + 2 x2 + 1 ,  2 x1 + 4 x2 + 2 x3  ,  2 x2 + 4 x3  } 
Agent’s ASRG starts to move on decision surface Ω (A) from point A1 on it. Agent select step size 
randomly due to acting autonomously:  
 
              ω1 =∂ Ω(A)| A=A1    
                       ω1= { 3.9 , 6.2 , 3.5 }          
              ξ1= 0.05 
              Ak+1 = Ak – ωk ξ k        
                        A11 = A1- ξ 1 ω1 = { 0.54 , 0.55 , 0.6 } – 0.05 { 3.9 , 6.2 , 3.5 } = { 0.345 , 
0.24 ,0.425  }              
               ξ2= -0.1  
               ω2 =∂ Ω(A)| A=A

11    
               A12 = A11- ξ 2  ω2 = { 0.345 , 0.24 ,0.425  } + 0.1 { 2.17 , 2.5 , 2.18 } = {0.562 , 
0.49 ,0.643 } 

               ξ3= -0.1  
               ω3 =∂ Ω(A)| A=A

12    
                       A13= A12- ξ 3  ω3 = {0.562 , 0.49 ,0.643 } + 0.1{  3.1  , 4.36 , 3.55 } = { 0.872 , 0.92 , 
0.998 }      
               ξ4= 0.1  
              ω4 =∂ Ω(A)| A=A

13    
              A14= A13 – ξ 4  ω4  = { 0.872 , 0.92 , 0.998 } – 0.1{ 4.58 , 0.741 , 5.83 } = { 0.414 , 0.18 , 
0415 } 
 

Agent’s FA (Feasibility Analyzer) has the following limit on system upper and lower bound of 
attribute: 

x1
L = 0.1     x1

R = 0.9       0.1   ≤x1 ≤  0.9  
x2

L = 0.1     x2
R = 0.9       0.1   ≤x2 ≤  0.9  

x3
L = 0.1     x3

R = 0.9       0.1   ≤x3 ≤  0.9  
 

Consequently alternative A13 is not feasible, and therefore, it is eliminated from list of new generated 
alternatives. Filtering system of this agent is designed, so that, alternatives with stability less than 20% 

A1 
A2 
A3 
 

x1 
+

        x2 -            x3
+

7             5                  6 
9             3    4 
6             7    7 

x1 
+

           x2 -          x3
+ 

0.54 0.55   0.6 
0.7 0.33   0.4 
0.46 0.77   0.7 
 

A1 
A2 
A3 
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can’t pass through it. Then a High-Pass-Filter is needed, in which argument A- produces at least 20% 
stability. Consequently passing alternatives through Filter,  A11, A14   are removed from list, because: 

 
                    Stability of   A11      13% 
                    Stability of   A14    12% 

 
  And finally A12 remains and adds to the first matrix as shown in Table6. Incremental matrix can be 
solved with    classic MADM: 

      
      Table 6 Incremental matrix of MADM 

 
With applying TOPSIS to this matrix, we achieve following permutation: 
                         TOPSIS        A12 >  A2 > A1 > A3 

                          
We continue this process again (because of agent feedback), starting with A2 : 

 
            ξ5 = 0.05 
           ω5 = ∂ Ω (A)| A=A2    
                     A21 = A2 – ξ5  ω5 = { 0.7 , 0.33 , 0.4 } – 0.05 { 3.06 , 3.52 , 3.26 } = { 0.547 , 0.154 , 
0.286 } 
           ξ6 = -0.1 
           ω6=∂ Ω(A)| A=A

21  
                    A22 =A21 - ξ6  ω6  = { 0.547 , 0.154 , 0.286 }+ 0.1 
{ 2.402 ,2.282 ,1.452 }={0.787,0.383,0.431} 
           ξ7 = -0.05 
           ω7=∂ Ω(A)| A=A

22  
                    A23 = A22 - ξ7   ω7  = {0.787, 0.383, 0.431} + 0.05 {3.34, 3.96, 2.49} = {0.954, 0.581, 
0.551} 
           ξ8 = 0.1 
           ω8=∂ Ω(A)| A=A

23 

    A24 = A23 – ξ 8  ω8  = {0.954, 0.581, 0.551} – 0.1 {4.07, 5.33, 3.36} = {0.547, 0.048, 
0.215} 

 
Consequently alternatives A23, A24 are not feasible, and they are removed from list of new generated 
alternatives.  A23 is infeasible due to x1 and A24  is infeasible due to x2. 
The same filter eliminates A21 after passing it. Because of its stability is less than 20%: 
                 Stability of   A21      13% 
Finally A22 remains and adds to the last matrix as shown on Table7. Incremental matrix can be solved 
with classic MADM: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

x1 
+

          x2 -          x3
+

A1 
A2 
A3 
A12 

0.54 0.55   0.6 
0.7 0.33   0.4 
0.46 0.77   0.7 
0.562     0.49         0.643 
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Table 7 the new Incremental matrix of MADM 

 
With applying TOPSIS to this matrix, we achieve following permutation: 
                         TOPSIS          A22 > A2 >  A12  > A1 > A3 
             
We can continue this process, starting with above matrix and new stepwise coefficients, and apply 
directly classic MADM technique to this matrix. 
 
 
10. Conclusions 
 
    In the Environment with high degree of complexity, DM is not able to distinguish all alternatives of 
the system. Therefore its MADM matrix possesses incomplete structure, and decision making in the 
bases of classic MADM   on the initial matrix lead to a non-optimal decision making. What has been 
shown in this study is how to utilize the Decision Maker Agent which autonomously generates system 
unspecific alternatives and could be independent of DM. Then, agent adds new generated alternatives 
to initial matrix. Hence MADM matrix contains more alternatives of system for decision maker. For 
generating the alternatives which DM was not able to recognize them, from the beginning, the 
autonomous agent moves step by step on decision surface and uses the path that has been referred in 
the corresponding algorithm. All new generated alternatives could not be added to initial matrix, 
because agent generates them autonomously, out of DM control. For this, agent has layers in which 
some alternatives that could not satisfy DM attitude, are eliminate (Feasibility Analyzer & Dynamic 
Filter) .These autonomous Decision Maker Agents interact with DM which results to increment the 
matrix that would be reconsidered and DM, on the bases of classic MADM, could make decision from 
incremental matrix.                  
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